Dinosaur Detective

We have some suspicious behaviour that needs investigating. There are dinosaurs lurking in the museum!

Can you catch these dinosaurs red-handed?

I'm the king of the dinosaurs and I tower above you.

My big strong thumbs give me away.

I may be small but watch out for my claws!

Tick when you track them down!

Search for more evidence on the next page...
**Pachycephalosaurus**

My name is a big clue - it means thick-headed lizard!

**Triceratops**

No predators dare to take me on - just look at my horns!

**Compsognathus**

My name is long but I’m only small. You’ll have to hunt a bit further to track me down!

**Case solved, thanks Dinosaur Detective!**

**DID YOU NOTICE..?**

- 🦖 = carnivore / meat eater
- 🌿 = herbivore / plant eater